Isotropic non-Heisenberg terms in the magnetic coupling of transition metal complexes.
This paper analyzes the different contributions to the magnetic coupling in systems with more than one unpaired electron per center. While in S=12 spin systems the Heisenberg Hamiltonian involving only bilinear exchange interactions is reliable for the description of the magnetic states, biquadratic exchange interactions must be sometimes introduced for S=1 (or higher) spin systems to account for isotropic deviations to Heisenberg behavior. The analysis establishes that the excited atomic states, the so-called non-Hund states, are responsible for the main contribution to the deviations. The kinetic exchange contribution and the spin, hole, and particle polarizations increase the magnetic coupling but essentially maintain the Heisenberg pattern. The importance of the different contributions has been studied for a series of Ni(2) compounds with a polarizable double azido bridge. The coupling between two Fe(3+) ions in the molecular crystal Na(3)FeS(3), which is known experimentally to present large deviations to Heisenberg behavior, has also been investigated.